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Awarenessteam

We wish the queerfeminist summercamp to
be a place where everybody can feel safe. At
the same time power structures like racism,
sexism, classism or ableism will unfold here
too. Different people are affected in a
differently by these, therefore we'll find it
important to carefully engage each other
and keep these circumstances in mind.
Carefullly dealing with each other means for
us among other things: listening to each
others stories and taking them seriously.. It
also means knowing that we have different
needs and admitting that we all, even if we
don't want to, are part of these power
structures and that we do sometimes hurt
people by accident.

You got into a situation that you feel
uncomfortable with, you feel discriminated,
threatened or insecure, you feel bad about
something, feel angry about something or
you just feel emotionally worn down and
you feel the need for company?
Then you can always come to us. You can
call us by dialing the number of the
awareness phone down below. There is also
a space to find shelter, with a person of trust
or alone, if you want a quiet talk with each
other or be away from the hurly-burly.

Awarenessphone: 01573 6532100

You can come to us and we can go through
certain things together:
What do you need right now? We want to
support you on your way to be aware of
your needs and wishes and whom you could
ask for help.
Something else apart from a pair of ears that
will listen to you? In this case, we'll see if
there is somebody among us that can help
you with your need. . Your needs are
important to us, but don't think of ourselves
as personal service. This is especially
because we also want to take care of
ourselves.

We also want to help you think about other
persons that you may want to get involved.
Should the need arise, we can also provide
support for the other person.
Of course we'll support a person in thinking
about consequences. This implies support
even if there is the need for another person
to leave the camp. But we want to point out,
that we don't feel more or less responsible
for these kinds of decisions than any other
person that's around.
Don't worry – we won't call the police!
We generally refuse to work with the police.
If you're a person that, for example, is
affected by an act of sexual violence, we
want to be by your side when considering
complaining to the police.
Please keep in mind, that the experiences
we make in our everyday life can differ
strongly from your own. We'll still try to
support you as best as we can.
Another request: take care of each other,
check on each other frequently and don't
hesitate to ask if people need support!
We here for YOU! So please come to us even
and especially if you're not sure if you can
bother us!

4 p.m.

Concert: Cistem Failure
We are a travelling Anarchist feminist queer
band. We are involved in different political
projects/spaces/struggles and try to combine
our words with our actions when we can.
We play rowdy political banjo folkpunk. We
would like to see more non binary peeps,
Transfolk, and female asociated people play
music, make zines, take the space in male-
dominated music scenes that we all deserve to
be part of.

(cistemfailure.noblogs.org)



During the second weekend ofAugust (12-
14.08) we will host a three-day queer-feminist
summer camp in Münster. There will be music,
workshops, talks and tasty food – and of course

lots of queerfeminist stuff!
Do it yourself – Do it together!

It’s important for us to give a setting and leave
space for everyone. We have a nice program,
but you’re more than invited to organize,
present a workshop, lecture, musical

performance or anything else. Write us a mail
or come to the infopoint at the camp.

There can be some changes and some
workshops might be rescheduled. So take some
more time, so you won’t be disappointed if a
movie/workshop will have some delay. We like
the idea of this camp as a place for networking,

exchange and get-together.
We’re looking forward to meet you on the

camp!



Drug use
We'd like everybody to be respectful and caring with others when considering
drug use. It doesn't matter if it's alcohol, cigarettes or something else – there
are many people that have made bad experencies with substances – either
with their own use or in with other users. We'd like all events and venues to
be sober spaces. Please take a little walk, use the extra drug space or if
necessary stay at the camp site for drug use. Beware, even in those places
please ask people if it's ok to use in their presence!

If you see people using near you and you're not sure if you or anybody else is ok with that

– don't hesitate to call the person out. If this doesn't seem possible – we gladly offer

support – just call the awareness-phone: 01573 6532100

We want to point out that when talking about drugs that create unsafe
environments, we also and quite specifically think about alcohol. Did you
know, that in the mostly sober Zapatista communities in Mexico there is
around 90% less domestic violence in comparison to the european average.
Loud, drunken peeps can quickly create a feeling of being out of control in a
situation. Please respect people's wish that alcohol shall be consumed in
seperated spaces from the main event. We have intentionally decided to not
sell alcohol. Please bring your own if you need to.

You'll find comfortable places to sit in the drug space – for a cigarette or two.
The things we wished for above, of course, also apply to cigarettes. This is of
utter importance, as we specifically wish to create a playful space for kids and
their parents_personsoftrust.
In the drug space you have the option to visibly express the wish for the
suspension of certain drug use for the duration of your stay. You'll find a dial
for this reason in front of the drug space. Just turn the pointer to point to the
substance you want to avoid when going in and ask everybody if it's ok to put
it back to all drugs allowed when leaving the site.

Sober peeps often criticize that at venues, where user and sober spaces are
seperated – they'll find themselves talking to each and each other only. If
you'll find yourself talking only to users the whole time or spending enormous
amounts of time in the drug space, while the main events take place elsewhere
– that could be a good moment to think about your use.

In case of emergency related to drugs you can of course call us: 01573 6532100



4 p.m.- 6 p.m.

Pro-Life-Movement and Anti-feminism
The christian-fundamentalist
„Bundesverband Lebensrecht“ (BVL) is
mobilizing people every year to come to the
‚march for life‘ in Berlin to demonstrate for
a general prohibition of abortions. One
activist of the WhatTheFuck alliance will
inform us and explain what that’s got to do
with Trans*-, Inter*-, Homo-hostility and
misogyny.

8 p.m.

Lecture: Begegnungen auf der Trans*fläche

kollektiv sternchen & steine

Eclectic short stories tell the absurdities of
everday trans life. From autonomous/

anarchist/ queer-feminist transpeople (yes,
we exist!).

5 p.m.- 6 p.m.

lecture & discussion: safer sex
A lot of people are talking about sexual self-
determination, but what’s about sexually
transmitted diseases? I’d like to talk about the
most common sexually transmitted diseases,
how they are transmitted and how we can
protect others and ourselves. To go deeper
into that subject we can discuss scenarios
thoroughly together and find possibilities
how to deal with them..

5 p.m.- 7 p.m.

Lecture: Feminist and antiracist perspectives

on militancy and pacifism

about:fem
Strategic debates about militancy vs. pacifism
are being held for decades in activist circles. We
would like to present a feminist critique ofboth
of them. We will talk about how pacifism as an
ideology is maintaining patriarchy, state,
racism/white supremacy, but we will also
criticize the way of acting of militant
movements. Let’s discuss together how we can
connect emancipatoric contents and effective
practice.

8 p.m.

Movie

Audre Lorde – The Berlin Years 1984 to 1992
focuses on Audre Lorde’s relation to the German
Black Diaspora, her literary as well as political
influence, and is a unique visual document about
the times the author spent in Germany. The film
is also for coming generations a valuable
historical document of German history, which
tells about the development of an Afro-German
movement and the origins of the anti-racist
movement before and after the German
reunification. The film relates the beginnings of
these political debates and therefore facilitates a
historical analysis and an understanding of
present debates on identity and racism in
Germany.

10.30 p.m.

Open Stage
Bring texts, poetryyou like to sharewith others,
no matter ifself-written or not. There’s also the
possibility to give us text anonymously, so other
people can read them out..

Campfire: telling resistance stories & watching

shooting stars
Our history and our stories (inspired by the
Rebellisches Camp 2016): At the campfire we
would like to tell each other, which struggles are
important to us, which traditions inspire us for
our resistance and which movements and
events did influence our struggles decisively.
Everyone is invitedto participate andshare their
history with us.



11 a.m.-1 p.m.

Feminist network meeting

for all interested people (FLTI*)

Recently we’re talking about the topics
FLTI*-term, street harassment,
bodyshaming, midwife struggles, FLTI*
selfdefense, FLTI* crypto workshops, the
‚Homosexualität_en‘ exhibition, … and
everything, whats important for you.

There’s always enough space to talk about
your experiences, your worries etc..

11 a.m. -12 a.m.

Juggling workshop

Lea

This workshop is about trying to juggle with
three balls. It’s not that difficult, but youneed
some patience. I will show you the juggling
basics and I have some tips for practicing for
you. My input will be rather short, the focus
will lie on practicing. I can also show some
fancy tricks to those who already know how
to juggle with three balls.
I will bring some beanbags myself, but
maybe these aren’t enough. So please bring
some beanbags or ball-like items appropriate
for juggling,
ifyou can!

2 p.m.- 4 p.m.

Workshop Awareness & Community

Accountability

We would like to talk together about
the topic „Awareness“ and would like
to exchange experiences, boundaries,
difficulties with your own awareness
practice and the use of awareness
structures. It’s about how we deal
within our self-organized and
empowered spaces, in our groups

and communities with rape and
other sexual assaults.

On the basis of the zine „What about
the rapists?“ we like to present the
concept of community accountability
and discuss it with you.Is there
something concrete we can put into
practice? Are there problems, where
are the boundaries of the concept?
We can also discuss other
alternatives!

(You can find the zine here:
http://dysophia.org.uk/wp-

content/uploads/2014/09/Dys5-
WhatAboutTheRapistsWeb2.pdf)

4 p.m.- 6 p.m.

Lecture „Rape culture – what’s that got to do

with me?“

Feminist Antifa from Osnabrück

We would to talk about the term ‚rape
Culture‘. We will show with examples how
rape culture looks like in our everyday lifes
and what conditions exists to make rape
culture persist. In the lecture we present the
effects of living in that kind of culture and
would like to work out what counter
strategies are possible. Triggerwarning: The
lecture is about sexual violence and rape,
we’re using explicit language.Der Vortrag
behandelt das Thema sexualisierte Gewalt
und Vergewaltigung, wir verwenden
explizite Sprache.


